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Natural recombination combines pieces of preexisting proteins to create new tertiary structures and functions. We describe a computational protocol, called SEWING, which is inspired by this process and builds new proteins from connected or disconnected pieces of existing structures. Helical proteins designed with SEWING contain structural features absent from other de novo designed proteins and, in some cases, remain folded at more than 100°C. High-resolution structures of the designed proteins CA01 and DA05R1 were solved by x-ray crystallography (2.2 angstrom resolution) and nuclear magnetic resonance, respectively, and there was excellent agreement with the design models. This method provides a new strategy to rapidly create large numbers of diverse and designable protein scaffolds. M ost efforts in de novo protein design have been focused on creating idealized proteins composed of canonical structural elements. Examples include the design of coiled coils, repeat proteins, TIM barrels, and Rossman folds (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . These studies elucidate the minimal determinants of protein structure, but they do not aggressively explore new regions of structure space. Additionally, idealized structures may not always be the most effective starting points for engineering novel protein functions. Functional sites in proteins are often created from nonideal structural elements, such as kinks, pockets, and bulges.
The lack of nonideal structural elements from de novo designed proteins highlights a key difference between natural protein evolution and current design methods. Specifically, protein design methods universally begin with a target structure in mind. Therefore, the space of designable structures that can accommodate these nonideal protein elements is limited by the imagination of the designer. In contrast, natural evolution is based not on design but on cellular fitness provided by the evolved protein function. This lack of a predetermined target fold is a powerful feature of protein evolution that holds significant potential for the design of novel structures and functions. In an effort to tap this potential, we sought to develop a method of computational protein design inspired by mechanisms of natural protein evolution.
Gene duplication and homologous recombination mix and match elements of protein structure to give rise to new structures and functions (7) (8) (9) . This phenomenon is most evident at the level of independently folding protein domains (10-12), but recent studies have shown that these same principles function at a smaller scale during the evolution of distinct, globular protein folds (13) . Insertions, deletions, and replacement of secondary and supersecondary structural elements sample alternative tertiary structures (14) (15) (16) . Our design strategy, called SEWING (structure extension with nativesubstructure graphs), is motivated by this process and builds new protein structures from pieces of naturally occurring protein domains. The process is not dictated by the need to adopt a specific target fold but rather is aimed at creating large sets of alternative structures that satisfy predefined design requirements. One of the strengths of this approach is that it ensures that all of the structural elements of the protein are inherently designable, at the same time allowing for the incorporation of structural oddities unlikely to be found in idealized proteins. Here, we apply SEWING to the design of helical proteins. We show that designed structures are diverse and contain structural features absent from alternative design strategies.
SEWING begins with the extraction of small structural motifs, or substructures, from existing protein structures. These serve as the basic building blocks for all generated models. We aimed to identify substructures that were large enough to carry information regarding structural preference yet small enough to allow combinations that can generate novel globular structures. Ultimately, we chose to extract two distinct types of substructures. The first is composed of continuous stretches of protein structure that encompass two secondary structural elements separated by a loop (Fig. 1) . These substructures capture the relative orientation between adjacent secondary structure elements and maintain local packing interactions. In addition, there is evidence that substructures of this size adopt a relatively limited number of conformations that have already been sampled exhaustively in known protein structures (14) . The second type is composed of groups of three to five secondary structural elements, where each element makes van der Waals contacts with every other element, but the elements are not necessarily continuous in primary sequence (Fig. 1 , supplementary methods). Nonadjacent, or discontinuous, substructures maintain longer-range tertiary interactions that provide valuable stability and are often conserved during protein evolution (17) .
The goal of SEWING is to combine and modify these extracted components in order to develop new tertiary structures. Naturally occurring homologous recombination, in which sequence similarity between DNA molecules leads to the combination of the genetic material, guides the formation of new protein chimeras. This process enriches for proteins that are more likely to be well folded and functional, as sequencesimilarity filters for segments that are structurally compatible. In the case of SEWING, we know the three-dimensional structures of the building blocks; therefore, we can directly use structural information to probe which substructures are well suited for combination. During SEWING, continuous substructures are eligible for combination if the C-terminal region of one substructure shares high structural similarity with the N-terminal region of another substructure and if superposition of the two regions does not create any steric clashes between other regions in the two substructures. This type of superposition ensures that the three-dimensional spacing between all pairs of secondary structural elements adjacent in primary sequence is similar to that observed in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). During discontinuous SEWING, combinations are created by superimposing two elements (helices in this study) from one substructure with two elements from another substructure. For both continuous and discontinuous SEWING, structure similarity is identified by using a fast geometric hashing approach that ensures that the regions of interest can align with low root mean square deviation (RMSD) (18) .
Once pairwise structural similarity is calculated between all substructures, these data are used to generate a large graph (Fig. 1) . The nodes in this graph represent the substructures, and the edges indicate a level of structural similarity that allows recombination. Novel structures are generated from this graph by traversing a path wherein each followed edge adds new structural elements to the design model. The number of edges included in the sampled paths can control the approximate size of the generated structures. Unlike previously described methods of de novo backbone generation, no target structure is required, and output structures span a diverse set of globular folds.
Previous studies have demonstrated that protein fragments can adopt alternative structures when placed in new environments (19) (20) (21) , and thus, similar to natural evolution, the next step in the design process was to further stabilize the protein through mutagenesis. This optimization step was achieved using iterative steps of side-chain packing and backbone minimization available in the Rosetta molecular-modeling suite (22) . Preference for the amino acid sequence present in the parental substructure was used to better preserve the structural interactions inherent to the parent substructures.
To test SEWING, we designed a diverse set of helical proteins using graphs composed of continuous substructures or discontinuous substructures. Continuous and discontinuous substructures were extracted from nonredundant subsets of the PDB (23, 24) . In total, 33,928 continuous substructures and 4584 discontinuous substructures were extracted. Design models from the continuous graph were generated by using three-edge paths and were therefore composed of substructures extracted from four existing structures from the PDB (Fig. 1) . The continuous graph contained 345 million edges, which allowed an estimated 7 × 10 16 backbones that can be filtered and optimized in later designs steps (supplementary methods). Initially, 50,000 alternative tertiary structures were created and used as templates for rotamer-based sequence optimization and energy minimization. These models were filtered and sorted by using metrics that evaluate predicted energy (normalized by sequence length), side-chain packing, buried polar groups, and sequence-structure agreement (supplementary methods) (25) . When examining the models, we noticed that the naïve SEWING procedure was biased toward creating low-contact order models, i.e., structures with few contacts between residues distant in primary sequence. To overcome this bias, we filtered for models with contact orders more representative of naturally occurring helical proteins ( fig. S1 ). We have subsequently demonstrated that Monte Carlo sampling of the SEWING graph with a score function that favors long-range contacts can be used to build high-contact models with high frequency (fig. S1 ). This illustrates one way that directed sampling of the SEWING graph can be used to enforce design requirements.
In total, 11 designs based on continuous SEWING were selected for experimental characterization (table S1). Each region of the final designs shared between 45 and 65% sequence identity with the substructure that they were built from (figs. S2 and S3), but when performing a BLAST search with the full-length sequences, no matches were identified that aligned over the full length of the proteins. Eight designs expressed well in Escherichia coli and were readily purified from the soluble fraction of 1-liter cultures. Four of the eight proteins were monomeric as seen by size-exclusion chromatography-multiangle light scattering, had a circular dichroism (CD) spectrum characteristic of a helical protein, and unfolded cooperatively upon thermal denaturation ( Fig. 2 and figs. S4 and S5) . Two of the designed proteins are hyperthermophiles and require high concentrations of chemical denaturant in order for one to observe thermal unfolding (Fig. 2B) . For one design, CA01, several thermodynamic parameters were determined by fitting a modified Gibbs-Helmholtz equation to the thermal and chemical denaturation surface (Fig. 3B and table S2) (26) . The extrapolated melting temperature of 126°C places it among the top 0.01% of values in the ProTherm database of protein stabilities (27) . The crystal structure of CA01 was solved to 2.2 Å and shows excellent agreement with the design model, with the RMSD of the Ca atomic coordinates equaling 0.8 Å. Similarly, the side-chain packing of the protein core is nearly identical for the design model and the experimental structure (Fig. 3, fig. S6 , and table S3).
The structural variety in the design models for the well-folded proteins is of particular note (Fig. 2) . The SEWING-generated models include kinked and curved helices (figs. S7 and S8), cavities and clefts (figs. S9 and S10), and a large range of helix-crossing angles (Fig. 2) . The topologies of the SEWING models are varied when compared with previously designed a-helical proteins, which are restricted to coiled coils, repeat proteins, and up-down four-helical bundles (Fig. 2C) . To compare SEWING models with naturally occurring protein structures, we searched for structurally similar domains using the Dali server (28) . In general, large portions of the models aligned to regions of existing protein structures. However, the sequence identities across the alignments were typically below 20%, and the positions of the unaligned residues frequently diverged ( fig. S11 ). For instance, the fifth helix of CA01 is shifted by~9 Å relative to the fifth helix in the top Dali match. These sequences and structural differences provide unique surfaces that may serve as templates for future design goals.
To test discontinuous SEWING, models were generated from two-edge paths and, thus, were composed of structural elements from three parent structures. The variable number of helical elements in the discontinuous substructures therefore allowed design models to be composed of 5 to SCIENCE sciencemag.org ) to SEWING models (colored squares) demonstrates the structural complexity of SEWING designs. We calculated crossing angles between all pairs of helices in each structure. Crossing angles were considered unique if they differed by >20 degrees from all other calculated angles in the same structure. Variance in helix size describes the calculated variance in the number of residues per helix for all helices in a single structure. A complete list of helix and crossing-angle definitions for de novo designs can be found in tables S5 and S6. 11 helices. Unlike models from the continuoussubstructure graph, discontinuous models require the addition of loops between consecutive helices. Loops were designed by using a database of fragments from the PDB (29) . Each loop fragment was superimposed onto the design model and optimized using gradient-based minimization in Cartesian space. Any path that created structures for which no loop fragment could be found was eliminated from the set of designs. Design models were filtered and optimized in the same way as models from the continuous graph. In total, 10 were selected for experimental characterization (table S1) .
Of these 10 designs, 2 expressed at levels sufficient for purification. Both purified proteins were helical and folded, as evidenced by CD (Fig. 2 and fig. S4 ). Similar to the results from the continuous designs, one discontinuous design, DA03, demonstrated high thermostability, which required high levels of denaturant to completely unfold. For this design, an 181-residue six-helix bundle, unfolding appears to follow a three-state model ( fig. S12) .
The structure of the other well-folded discontinuous design, DA05, was solved using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, as the protein did not readily crystallize (figs. S13 and S14 and table S4). The first four helices of the design model match the lowest-energy member of the NMR ensemble very closely, with a Ca RMSD of 0.8 Å (Fig. 4 and fig. S6 ). However, the NMR data indicate that the final helix of the protein is disordered in solution. In an effort to identify the errors in the design model that led to the unstructured region, structural preference for the designed sequence was evaluated with fragment analysis as described previously (1) . The fragments extracted for the unstructured region showed especially poor preference for the designed helical structure ( fig. S15 ). We attempted to design a new final helix for the DA05 design using the continuous SEWING method. The final helix of the initial design model was removed, and the remainder of the model was added as a node to the continuous graph. New helices were evaluated by following a single edge from this new node (Fig. 4A ). Three models designed in this way were selected for experimental testing. Two of the tested designs, DA05R1 and DA05R2, show a significant increase in melting temperature relative to the initial DA05 design (fig. S16 ).
The NMR structure of DA05R1 shows that the newly designed helix adopts the designed conformation, which highlights the utility of combining the continuous and discontinuous graphs (Fig. 4B , figs. S17 and S18, and table S4).
The additional step of loop building is a critical difference between discontinuous and continuous SEWING. The accurate design of loops is a long-standing challenge for protein design, and this additional step may have contributed to the relatively lower success rate observed for discontinuous SEWING. In contrast, continuous SEWING maintains the relative orientation between adjacent helices, which allows many of the designed loop sequences to be taken directly from the native substructure. The power of this strategy is seen in the high structural accuracy achieved for the loops in the CA01 design (Fig. 3  and fig. S2 ).
Our results show that computational adaptations of basic evolutionary principles, such as recombination and mutation, can be used to design, accurately and rapidly, a diverse set of helical protein structures. The diversity of SEWING designs will further increase when alternative types of substructures are included, such as b-a motifs and b hairpins. Furthermore, discontinuous and continuous SEWING can be merged, as in the DA05R1 design, to create additional diversity. We anticipate that this structural diversity will be advantageous for functional design, as every backbone generated with SEWING has new surface and pocket features that provide potential binding sites for ligands or macromolecules. Additionally, SEWING offers an approach for stitching together functional motifs from naturally occurring proteins, an evolutionary mechanism to generate multifunctional proteins and allosteric systems. 
